Happy 134th Palindrome Pi Day Birthday, Albert Einstein!
(Aziz S. Inan, Professor, Electrical Engineering, University of Portland, Portland, Oregon)
(March 14, 2013)

This Thursday, March 14, 2013, expressed as 3-14-13, is a palindrome Pi Day. This day also marks the 134th birthday of the famous physicist Albert Einstein (March 14, 1879-April 18, 1955).

Here are some interesting facts related to palindrome Pi Day:

1. Palindrome Pi Day expressed as 3-14-13 repeats once every 100 years. Next time, it will occur in 2113.
2. The true palindrome Pi Day will occur 400 years from now, on March 14, 2413, expressed as a seven-digit palindrome day as 3142413 [1].
3. The eight-digit palindrome Pi Day will occur 2117 years later in 4130, expressed as 03144130.

Happy 134th Palindrome Pi Day birthday, Albert Einstein!
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